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Mission MDU: How to
Win in the MDU with Calix
AXOS Systems and G.fast
T H E C H A LLE N G E

Founded in 1999, 702 Communications is a locally owned and operated Competitive
Local Exchange Carrier (CLEC) in the Fargo, ND/Moorhead, MN metro area. 702
Communications provides retail services that include business and residential phone
service, Internet access via DSL, DSx, OCx, and Ethernet. 702 Communications
provides wholesale services that include bandwidth, long distance, and fiber transport.
Also, they provide network engineering, management, and monitoring for regional
transport and data networking.
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Over the past few years, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of
competitive solutions providing higher broadband speeds across the metro area
– especially in the MDU and MTU market segments. The immediate competitive
threat is broadly-deployed DOCSIS 3.0 solutions from local MSOs, which typically
offer 100-300 Mbps. 702 Communications’ primary obstacle in competing in these
market segments was finding a broadband technology that leveraged the variety of
existing building wiring while delivering similar or greater speeds. New G.fast technology offers the ability to operate at gigabit levels over a large range of wiring types
including coax, category 6, 5, and 3 wiring, as well as flat or station wire.

http://702com.net

702 Communications is committed to becoming the premium broadband service
provider of choice for subscribers in MDUs and MTUs. To build upon the G.fast
speed superiority, 702 Communications is pursuing a triple-play strategy that combines
a gigabit data offering, digital TV service (DISH), and IP voice.

N E T WO R K

For MTU/MDU buildings, obtaining access to the property, dealing with varying building
configurations, and taking the additional time necessary to install fiber may result in
missing the market window and losing the opportunity to a competitor. In these cases,
Calix AXOS with anyPHYTM technology is the best fit for 702 Communications.
G.fast is just one of the many physical interfaces supported and is perfectly suited
for the MDU/MTU challenge. The Calix AXOS platform is the cornerstone of Subscriber
Driven Intelligent Access networks, enabling always on operations, increased service
velocity, comprehensive instrumentation, and optimized automation for winning
service providers.
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“What used to take a full day to get a building
up and running now takes less than an hour
using Calix G.fast and Activate solutions”
Derek Poehls
Senior Network Engineer

T H E S O LU T I O N

To address the competitive threat of the
cable operator, 702 Communications is
targeting apartment buildings and multitenant businesses in the area using Calix
AXOS solutions with gigabit-capable G.fast.
One of the drivers of the market is the
highly-educated students’ and professionals’
appetite for best-in-class broadband as
three universities reside in the area.
The Calix MDU/MTU solution has several
key software and hardware components.
First, the E7-2 Modular Access System
provides seamless aggregation of G.fast
MDU nodes across apartment complexes
using point-to-point optical Ethernet.
Next, the AXOS E5-16F Access Node
provides up to 16 G.fast ports, deployable
across copper twisted pair or coax
infrastructure. Additionally, the 844FB
G.fast GigaCenter is a gigabit service
gateway capable of supporting dualband 2.4/5GHz Wi-Fi for whole home
coverage and SIP-enabled IP voice.
The MDU/MTU systems integrate seamlessly into Calix software management
tools: AXOS Activate and Consumer
Connect Plus. Activate, a carrier-grade
access domain controller, provides a
comprehensive set of configuration
and management capabilities, reducing
time to market and simplifying the operational lifecycle of the access network.
Consumer Connect Plus provides powerful premises management and Wi-Fi
diagnostics for customer support and
technicians to quickly deploy, manage
and maintain the powerful GigaCenter
premises systems. It is also used to detect
and resolve home network issues to provide an unmatched subscriber experience.

NetValet is a Calix subscriber smartphone
application that can be branded by the
service provider and offers simple to
use controls for managing home Wi-Fi
settings for MDU and SFU environments.
Service providers may also choose to
integrate the same features found in
NetValet into their own mobile applications
for their technicians or subscribers.
T H E R E S U LT S

Calix G.fast solutions enabled 702
Communications to introduce a gigabit
service to MDU subscribers and
strengthen its competitive position in
the market. 702 Communications now
provides an offering that gives subscribers
a superior broadband and Wi-Fi experience. While delivering this improved
service, 702 Communications has also
decreased the time and effort necessary
to deploy and bring it to market.
Holistic gigabit service offerings
G.fast allows 702 Communications’
name to be synonymous with gigabit
in every building they serve. Previously,
these ultra-high-speed data rates were
only available for subscribers served
with fiber. 702 Communications is now
offering symmetrical speeds of 250
Mbps, 500 Mbps, and 1 Gbps to their
MDU subscribers.
Accelerate time to revenue
Leveraging G.fast as the primary gigabit
access technology for existing buildings,
702 Communications eliminated the time
necessary to install fiber. Fiber upgrades
typically take months of planning and
construction. By eliminating the need
to install new infrastructure, 702 Communications can immediately focus on
installing and powering up the network
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equipment and preparing it for service
activation. Additionally, Activate has
dramatically reduced the time to bring
up a building. What took a full day in the
past, now takes less than an hour as the
E5-16F automatically downloads the service configuration using NetConf/YANG
when the system is first installed.
Unmatched Wi-Fi experience
Using the 844FB G.fast GigaCenter and
Consumer Connect Plus, 702 Communications has deployed an unmatched
home network experience to their subscribers. Often what happens in MDU
environments is that Wi-Fi interference
causes poor Wi-Fi performance. Consumer
Connect Plus, an intuitive subscriber
network management tool, can be accessed by 702 Communications personnel
on a laptop or tablet and can be used to
properly adjust Wi-Fi channel settings to
minimize this interference. By enhancing
subscriber satisfaction, churn is
expected to drop.
THE FUTURE

The Calix G.fast solution will provide 702
Communications the ability to compete
against local alternative providers and
grow quickly as the premium broadband
service provider of choice in MTUs and
MDUs in the Fargo, ND/Moorhead, MN
metro area. Calix G.fast capabilities,
including symmetric bandwidth and
gigabit speeds, are built on AXOS.
Combined, they will drive higher ARPU
and take rates, reduce subscriber churn,
accelerate time to revenue, and reduce
operational costs. With G.fast in their
network, 702 Communications’ marketing
department is now confident to state
that their name is synonymous with
gigabit in every building that they serve.
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